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INTRODUCTION

Arecanut palm (Areca catechu Linn) well known for its multifarious uses is

a major plantation crop grown in India. Thoug it is concentrated in the south-

western and north-eastern regions of the country, arecanut in tender, ripe or

processform is chewed by all kinds of people, young and old, men and women

allover the country. In addition arecanut cultivation which is a profitable venture

providesa source of livelihood for nearly six million people.

Arecanut palm is one of the important plantation crops grown largely in the

states of Kerala, Karnataka, Assam, and Meghalaya. Arecanut products in it's

variedforms find numerous use. The effectiveness of arecanut in treating coughs,

fits,anaemia, etc. are acclaimed the world over. Commercially arecanut tannins

and husk fibres are used in the manufacture of dyes and fabrics respectively. The

use of betel nuts during religious ceremonies is in vogue in most of the

households. In addition, the use of scented supari made from processed betelnuts

isa favored delicacy for most people.

The most valuable product from areca tree is the valuable nuts. The

productionof scented supari and gutka spread over the length and breadth of the

counhywith small and attractive sachets even in the petty shops brought popualrity

formasticatoryitem such as areca. The prohibition slogans of tobacco products like

cigaretteand beer added feather to the prices in areca. Data collected from the

Directorateof Economics and Statistics, Thiruvananthapuram shows a production

capacityof 17,466 million nuts in an year from an area of 71676 hectares in Kerala

during1994-'95 (Table 2.1 and Table 2.2).

The average number of arecanut palms grown in an acre of land is about

thousandwith a spacing of 2m X 2m. In India the production of arecanut during

1995-96was 2,75000 tones per year. The net area grow in the country was about

2,37,800hectre during the period. In Kerala, arecanut was cultivated in an area of

76,000 hectre, the average production was estimated as 1102 kg/hectre

(Agriculturalhand book, 1998).



The altitude at which the arecanut palm can be successfully grown varies to

someextent according to the latitude of the place. Though it grows at altitudes upto

1000m above the sea level, at higher altitudes it is not at all productive. Based on

the yield levels obtained, the fertile valley soils surrounded by hillocks and with an

adjacentforest ecosystem is ideal for the areca plams growth and yield well in open

texturedand well drained laterite, sandy loam and sandy clay loam soils having

higher organic matter content. Good monsoon rains, high humidity and assisted

irrigationduring summer months are necessary for obtaining high yields. Exposed

table lands, ill drained marshes, eroded sloppy lands, soils with rocky substrata

shouldbe avoided. The cultivation is mostly confined to 28° north and south of

the equator. It is unable to withstand extreme temperature and wide diurnal

variations. The range of temperature at which it can flourish is from 150 to 380 C.

Thespacingof the area areca trees in a form in recommended as per the package of

the practices,KAU,(1997) is about 2.7 x 2.7m.

Cultivation practices for arecanut are varied throughout the year. During

January to March, irrigation may be adopted once in 3 to 5 days. Sparying against

mitesattack is also necessary as a plant protection measure. Harvesting and curing

of tender nuts, planting new seedlings, cleaning and deepening of drainage

channelsand plant protection are the important operations to be taken up during

the period of April to October and digging taken up before the end of November.

Harvestingand drying of ripe nuts may commence then. Incidence of mites and

spindlebug on palms of all ages must be prevented by spraying. The pre-bearing

age of the the palm ranges from 5 to 8 years. The colour of the fruit during its

growthchanges from green to different shades of yellow and red during ripening. In

someplaces, tender nuts are harvested whereas in other regions, only mature nuts

are harvested. Both immature and mature nuts are harvested in some other

places.Arecais a monocotyledon tree. However, the real break through in

agriculturalproduction was effected through the introduction of high-yielding dwarf

varieties. A very popular semi-tall early-bearing variety has been released by the

CentralVarietyRelease Committee under the name 'Mangala' yielding about 70%

more than the local variety. Climbing palms is necessary for harvesting nuts and

plantprotection measures. By and large, it is done by professional climbers who get



trainedfrom their younger days. Since it is a strenous and risky job, and with the

changed socio-cultural outlook, fewer young men are taking it up and this has

caused a scarcity of palm climbers. Timely harvesting can be as assured by the

availabilityof skilledlabourers. The number of people available is dwindling day by

day and labour charge is also high. The main intercrops like pepper and betel vines

increasethe difficultyin the climbing of the palm. Several pests attacking areca tree

hasbeen reported, (Appendix I) of which 'Mahali' is the most baneful disease that

causesfruitrot. The conventional method of plant protection done against'Mahali' is

by applyingbordeaux mixture manualy with the help of rocker sprayer. Spraying

has to be done just before and after the monsoon as a precautionary measure. It is

very difficultto apply chemicals on the fruit bunches of areca tree because it is

unusuallytall compared to other crops. The spraying is done using a rocker sprayer

involvingtwo persons, one operating the sprayer from the ground and the other

climbingthe tree with the boom with nozzle. But this method is very tedious, time

consumingand uneconomic. Above all, skilled labourers are required to do this

operation and they are exposed to the chemical they apply. Of late, high labour

costsand frequent pest's attacks have posted hindrances to the productivity of the

crop.

This project aims at tackling these problems with a view to increase the

profitabilityin arecanut cultivation. In order to eliminate the drudgery involved in

harvesting and spraying for arecanut palms, an attempt was undertaken at

KelappajiCollege of Agricultural Engineering and Technology with the following

objectives:

1. Preliminary investigations on harvesting and spraying methods of

areacanut.

2.

3.

4.

To develop an arecanut harvester cum sprayer.

To test the device for the field conditions

To modifythe developed machine based on the resultsof the performance

evaluation

5. To compare the performance of the modified harvester cum sprayer with
that of the parent machine and manual harvesting and spraying.



REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter deals with the statistics of cultivation of arecanut in Kerala state,

smallscale hand tools for branch cutting, halVesting and spraying methods for

plantationcrops- especially the areacanut plams is briefly reviewed underneath.

2.1. Arecanut Cultivation -Area and Production:

It is known that Phillippines is the place of origin of arecanut. India is the

largestproducer and consumer of arecanut in the world. Trends in area and

productionof arecanuts in Kerala is presented in Table 2.1. and Table 2.2

respectively. The total aracanut area has expanded rapidly since 1956-57 from

94,800ha to 2,20,400 ha in 1991-'92. For the countIy as a whole, there was a

three fold increase in production.(74.7 thousand tonnes in 1956-57 to 243.2

thousand tonnes in 1991-92). Till 1971 to 1972 the increase in production of

arecanut was mainly due to a rapid increase in area whereas in yield further

increase was significantly contributed by the increase in yield levels of areca

plantations. Gross area of arecanut under irrigation is shown in Table 2.3.

Statewisearea and yield of arecanut cultivation is presented in Table 2.4. Nearly

95% of the arecanut area is accounted by the three principal area growing states

namelyKarnataka, Kerala and Assam. Area wise Kerala was the leading state in the

beginningand now it has gone to third position both in area and production.

Karnatakahas come on the top in area and production since the very beginning.

Otherareca growing states are Maharastra,Goa, West Bengal, Meghalaya, Tripura,

Andhrapredesh,Tamil nadu and Andaman which together account only about 5%

of the total area of the countIy. Trends in area, production and productivity of

arecanutin India is shown in Table 2.5.

2.1.1 Import and export

Arecanut import and export statistics is presented in Table 2.6. India was

importinglarge quantities of arecanut in 1950's and 1960's mainly from Singapore,

Malaysiaand Sri Lanka. The quantity of imports came down gradually from 90

tonnes to 36 thousand tonnes by 1971-72 and since then our countIy is only

exportingarecanut. Exports showed a rising trend from 1976-77 with about 603

tonnes to aboutt 800 tonnes currently. However the export of arecanut is not



Ible2.1 AREA UNDER ARECANUT (ha) ,

Source: Department of Economics and Statistics Publications, Trivandrum )

DISTRICT 86-'87 87 - '88 88-'89 89 - '90 91- '92 92 - '93 94-'95

Trivandrum 2865 2311 2511 2119 1674 1640 1315-
Qutlon 2823 2235 2156 1986 1929 2024 1846

Pathanamthitla 1360 1520 1613 1467 1207 1126 1128

Alleppey 2133 19OO'r. 1799 1652 1704 1622 1703

Kottayam 2145 1768 1772 1665 1307 1272 946

!dukky 2333 1974 2029 1898 1695 1745 2054

Emakulam 5259 4485 4785 4251, 3475 3148 2741

Trichur 5982 6569 6023 5420 5421 5721 6637

Palaghat 2090 2399 2370 2614 2578 2777 2948

Malappuram 8865 9941 10420 11398 12214 11485 12635

Kozhikode 5288 5110 5349 5629 6156 5996 8364

Wayanad 1243 1516 1546 1428 1785 2084 2667

Kannur 6441 8708 9121 9895 11252 12028 13375

Kasargod 8907 10127 10978 11407 11140 11261 13317

State 57734 60535 62472 63179 63437 63929 71676



Table2 .2 PRODUCTIONOF ARECANUTS (million nuts )

(Source: Department of Economics & Statistics Publications, Trivandrum )

DISTRICT 86'87 87 - '88 88-'89 89 - '90 91 - '92 92 - '93 94 - I 95

Trivandrum 430 305
'

271 276 214 187 139

Quilon 481 351 356 383 339 353 313

Pathanamthitta 378 338 295 298 332 274- 307

Alleppey 422 264 128 132 209 188 236

Kottayam 361 304 230 256 191 175 143

!dukky 319 321 545 459 498 540 645

Emakulam 1323 1111 912 828 603 527 516

Trichur 1178 1340 1250 1092 1475 1400 1982

Palaghat 237 226 273 321 338 364 447

Malappuram 1374 1371 1751 1924 2341 2426 2479

Kozhikode 1009 840 966 1084 1045 239 2299

Wayanad 286 . 324 297 278 343 460 475

Kannur 1096 1558 1974 2263 2651 2788 3272

Kasargod 1669 2012 2212 2370 2537 2722 4213

State 10563 10665 11450 11964 13116 13643 17466



Table2.3 GaOSSAREA OF ARECANUT UNDER IRRIGATION (ha).

DISTRICT 86'87 87 -'88 92 - '93

Trivandrum 1 1

I

4

I

4

1

22

I

14

Qui/on 9 1 3 2 64 8

Pathanamthitta 2 1 2 1 I 3 I 32

Alleppey 49 37 43 37

1

277

1

263

Kottayam - - - 40 7 2

!dukky

1

2

I

2 2 1 1 1

Emakulam 688 735 705 681 753 1024

Trichur 2670 3613 4427 3787 3179 4460

Palaghat 1849 1868 1903 1813 1982

I

1921

Malappuram 1972 2684 3291 2910 3717 3899

Kozhikode 119

I

62

I

87

.1

100

I

271 I 244

Wayanad 4 5 5 3 7 I 20

Kannur

I 318. I

820

I

1216

1

1399 I 2843 I 2916

Kasargod 8986 5754 8952 6650 I 7761 I 7591
f-.--.-

State
I 11669' I 15583 I 2090 I

17428 I 20887 I 22395

(Source: Department of Economics & Statistics Publications, Trivandrum )



Table2 .4 STATE WISE PRODUCTION OF AREACANUTIN INDIA (1994 - 1995)

I

I
I
I

(Source: Economics & Statistics Advisor, New Delhi)

STATE AREA ('OOOha) YIELD( '000 tonnes)

Andhra pradesh 0.2 0.2

Assam 70.3 71.2

Goa, Daman &Diu 1.3 1.5

Kamataka 77 103.3

Kerala 63.9 70.3

Maharashtra 1.9 3.6

Meghalaya 8.8 8.8

Mizoram 0.1 0.1

Pondicherry 0.1 0.2

Tami! Nadu 4
.

4

Tripura 1.2 2.2

West Bengal 5.3 7



Table2.5 TRENDS IN AREA PRODUCTION AND PRODUCTIVITY OF
ARFACANUT IN INDIA (AT FIVE YEARLYINTERVELS SINCE
1956-'57 TO 1994-'95)

YEAR AREA PRODUCTION PRODUCTIVITY
(ha) (tonnes) (kglha.)

1956- '57 94,800 74,700 789

1961-'62 1,16,830 95,170 816

1966-'67 1,42,100 1,30,100 916

1971-'72 1,73,800 1,47,100 846

1976-'77 1,70,,700 1,65,100 967

1981- '82 1,82,600 1,93,800 1061

1986-87 1,76,300 2,09,400 1188

1991- '92 2,20,400 2,43,200 1103

1992 -93 2,22,300 2,48,400 1117.
1993 -94 2,35,500 2,75,100 1168

1994-'95 2,35,500 2,72,400 1156

(Source:CPCRI, Kasargod)



Tauie 2.6 TRENDS IN IMPORT AND EXPORT OF ARECANUTIN INDIA.

YEAR IMPORT (tonnes) EXPORT (tonnes)

1946 -47

1951 -52

1956 - 57

1961 - 62

1966- 67

1971- 72

1976- 77

1981-82

1982-83

1983-84

1984-85

1988-89

36,762

45,397

39,879

10,041

597

90

.675

. 170

227

123

219

292

603

.579

695 .

535

783

669

629

640

800

1992-93

1993-94

1994 -95

(Source: CPCRI, Kasargod)



significantlyto cast any change in the production target and to expand the area

underarecanut.

2.2 Fruit Harvesters

Various methods of detachment employed are either hand or mechanical

harvesting.These generally involve cutting, pinching, pulling, bending or snapping,

twistingor some combination of these actions. Machines that shake the plant,

developdetachment forces as a result of inertia. Bending and twisting as well as a

directpull may be induced by the shaking. Harvesting methods which donot

necessarilyinvolve direct contact between removal device and the fruit or stem are

oftenreferred to as man-harvest systems.

Tractor mounted cable shakers, fixed stroke boom shakes, and boom type

impactknockers were originally developed for nuts. Impact knockers are still used

"ite

to a considerable extent on old almond trees because these trees are large and

relativelyrigid. An impact knocker delivers discrete axial impacts or impulses by

mechanical, pneumatic or hydraulic means, rather that having a continous

oscillatingmotion. Inertia type shakers have largely replaced fixed-stroke shakers

exceptin large nut trees. With an inertia shaker, the exciting force is derived from

the accelaration of a reciprocating man or two opposite rotating, eccentric masses.

An inertiashaker is attached to the supporting structure through flexible mounts or

hangers, thereby isolating the vibration. Hydraulic motor drives are employed.

Theseshakers may be attached to the trunk to shake only a portion of the tree at a

time. Trunk shakers are faster than limb shakers because attachment is easier and is

needed at only one place per tree. In a shake-catch harvesting system catching units

have low-profilecollection surfaces that extend under the tree. Stationary surfaces

are usually sloped towards a belt or draper-type conveyor, but some units have

pans that are mechanically dumped onto the conveyor. Another arrangement,

requiringa minimum of vertical clearence but more labour, has roll-out canvas

sheetsthat are retracted towards the conveyor when loaded. Effective packing of all

hard collection surfaces and deflector panels are necessary to avoid excessive

damageto easily bruised fruits apples, citruis etc. (Srivasthava, 1990)

Another mass harvest concept that has been investigated for citrus is the

useof an oscillating air blast to shake the foliage. In one arrangement, air at



160 kmph is discharged from two side-by-side outlets 254 mm wide and 6.1 m

high, directed toward one side of the tree as the machine moves down the row at

about 0.4 kmph mechanically moved deflectors in the outlets change the air

directionat a frequency of 60 to 70 cyclesper minute. Fruit removal percentage

rangesfrom 60-90% with some leaf damage. (Srivasthava, 1990)

The traditional method of harvesting of mango is time and labour intensive.

To overcome these difficulties three models of improved mango fruit harvestor,

impact,shear type, and impact cum shear type have been developed by Sapovadia

and Patel (1995). The main parts of the mango harvester are handle, cutting tool,

and conveying net. The handle was fabricated from conduit pipe. To attach the

conveying net to the handle a ring of appropriate size was provided. The

performance parameters were compared with that of the local harvester. Impact

typemodel was found to be the best among alL

A jack fruit harvester was developed at KC.A.E.T Tavanur (Mohammed,

1996). The harvester was a manually operated one. A special feature of the

productwas that two men harvest a jack fruit in 4-5 minutes from the ground. The

harvesterconsist of a long telescopic handle with a hook knife at the top. A basket

ofnet type is there to bring down the jackfruit safely. The operation is so simple that

a laymancan harvest the jackfruit easily.

2. 3 Traditional Harvesting Methods.

There are expert professionals who can scale tall trunks even without using

anklerings or waist rings. The labourer climbs up through one stem to reach the

crownof a palm and swings it horizontally to reach the crown of the neighbouring

palm.

In Cuba, the difficult to climb royal palm (Oreodoxa regia) is shinned by

certainprofessional climbers who used two rope rings (Hodge, 1958).

In Ivory Coast, (Anon.1963,1966) for climbing oil palms, spiked boots, and

flexiblesteel around the body of the climber and tree are used.

Corner (1966) has given drawing of climbers in action in different countries

usingankle ancl/or waist rings.

For climbing palmyrah palms (Anon.1967) a ladder type device was

developedfor harvesting palms.



2. 3.1 Macaque for harvesting palms

In parts of Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand, monkeys, the most common

speciesbeing Mecaca nemes/Tina are used for harvesting areca palms (Aziz,1980).

Whileclimbing, the primate is provided with a long chain through which the

trainerconveys instructions as to which bunch the monkey has to harvest and which

notto pluck. Harvesting is done either by kicking the fruits or twisting them off the

spikes.A monkey is capable of harvesting over 60 palms per day.

2.4 Improved Palm Climbing Devices:

Swamy and patil (1975) developed a much simpler device which consists qf

movablesupports for legs and hands and lifted alternatively while the other one is

grippedfor climbing cocunut.

The palm bicycle used for coconut palm (Davis, 1977) in its simplest form

consistof an an angle iron frame work with a wooden platform on which the

operator rides, while friction rollers pressed against the trunk of the palm by his

weightcarry him to the top when he turns the handle.

Improved oval rings have been used for scaling tall forest trees in

Czechoslovakia,Poland, Soviet Union and Germeny (Davis, 1977).

Dwivedi (1977) developed a manually operated portable device that can be

used to climb on palms. It consists of 4 concentric rectangular pipes made of

aluminium (Fig.2.1). It was designed so as to raise the man standing on the

platformto a desired height above 5 m. The hand-winch is operated by another

man. Leaving apart the skill this could not solve the scarcity of labourers. More

overthe device should support the weight of a man.

At TNAU, Coimbatore also attempts were made towards developing the

bicyclefor climbing coconut.

Annamalai (1982) developed an improved device for climbing of palms.

(Fig.2.2) The device comprises three major parts, namely (i) Upper clutch around

thetrunkwith handle and with independent clutching mechanism (ii) Lower clutch

withplatformsfor foot rest having arrangement for clutching with the trunk and (iii)

thebody with collapsible lever mechanism connecting the top and bottom ring. The

device willwork on the principle of alternate clutching of upper and lower clutches

andliftingof the device with the help of collapsible lever mechanism.
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Soon et a1 (1992) developed a hydraulic cutter for harvesting tree fruits in

Singapore. A hydraulic powered cutter was developed for harvesting fruits such as

Pineapple,banana and palms. It could be operated either by hand pump or gear

pump driven by 900 W portable engine. The cutting blades operated by a ram

wereconnected to one end of a long extendable aluminium pole and the pump was

attached to the other end. The total weight of the cutter was 6 kg with hand pump

and 12 kg with engine driven pump attached.

I

2.5 Small Scale Hand Tools for Branch Cutting

Smallscale branch cuttingtools are handled manuallyand they include the

traditionalfellingknife, bill hook, machetes etc. These are hand tools and the

operatorneeds to climbup the trees to use them to cut branches.

2.5.1 The traditional felling Knife

The traditional felling Knife is locally Known as "Vakkathi". It consists of a

sharpblade of tampered steel provided with a handle.

2.5.2 Bill hook

The billhook is similarto the traditional fellingKnife,except that the blade

islong(about50 cm) and made of lightweight hardened steelblade. A hard wood

handle is provided. It is sometimes called "brush cutter".

2.5.3 Machetes.

Machetescome in various shapes and sizes. A common feature to all of

themis a long sword like blade (12" to 24" in length) and a short wooden or

plastichandle. They are ideal tools for clearing and cutting heavy weed growth,

brush,vires, grass and shrubs.

2.6 Plant Protection Measures

All toxic chemicals used for plant protection are called pesticides (Latin

'peste'meaning infection and 'caedo'meaning kill) Chemical preparation used for

control and destruction of weeds are known as herbicides ('Herba' meaning

grass).Those used for combating plant desease caused by fungi as fungicides and

otherforprotection against bacteria infection as bactericides.

Most chemicals used for plant protection against organism and weeds are
:

L hazardousto human health. Entering through skin, mouth or respiratory tract may



leadto severe poisoning or even death. Depending upon area of infection and

stageof growth various plant protection methods can be applied.

Bindea O. S (1971) stated that factor like measure in increase in pump

pressure and diameter of dike orifice and depth of eddy chamber influence on

operation of nozzle. Increase in pump pressure results in smaller spray droplets

increased pressure carry of droplets spray concentration and discharge. Increase

in disc of orifice results in increase in size of droplets carry of droplets discharge

and spray concentration.

Hario W. Strom and David B. Smith (1976) showed that an increase

inflowrate tended to slightly increase in droplet sizes. Densities increased almost

linearlywith increasing flow rate.

Heidt (1979) studied the effect of temperature different and an velocity

betweenground and higher region resulting lift upto eight percent of droplet are

lostdue to this effort.

2.6.1 Modem spraying methods

Sprayers were probably first developed to apply fungicides for controlling

diseasesof grapes in the vineyards, of Bordeaux, France. From that onwards,

tremendous improvements have occured in the field of pesticide application

equipmentsand methods. Improvement of application equipments and techniques

to permitthe effective use of smaller dosages of chemicals and to reduce drift and

harmfulresidues has become increasingly important as one means of minimizing

pollutioncaused by chemical pesticides. (Sreevastava, 1990)

Bronson and Anderson (1952) defined the function of sprayer as to break

the liquid into droplets of effective size and distribute them uniformly over the

.surfaceor space to be protected. Another function is to regulate the amount of

insecticideto avoid excessive application to prevent wastage and pollution.

United states department of agriculture classifies present day sprayers as

Hydrraulic.Sprayers Hydropnuematic Sprayers, Blower Sprayers and Aerosol

Generators.



2.6.1.1 Hydraulic sprayer

In hydraulic sprayerspraying action is due to the direct action of pump on

the liquidspray material. The pressure developed by the pump break the spraying

fluidin to proper size droplets and disperse them. The essential parts of hydraulic

sprayers are pump, tank, frame work for mounting the sprayer, relief valves,

'1

strainers,distribution system and power source.

Hydraulic sprayers are further classified as Multipurpose sprayer, Small

generaluse sprayer, High pressure high volume sprayer, Low pressure low volume

sprayer& Self-propelled high clearence sprayer.

2.6.1.2 Multipurpose sprayer

This is versatile to meet the spraying needs on diversified forms

2.6.1.3 Small general purpose sprayer

This type sprayers are used for spraying job, that is too large for hand

equipments.

2.6.1.4 High pressure high volume sprayers

These are used for complete spray coverage of high growing fruit and shade

trees. Pressures ranging from 27 to 69 kg/cm2 with discharge ranging from 30 to

225 l/min could be developed using these sprayers. Rocker sprayers & foot

sprayersare some examples of these sprayers.

Rockersprayer consists of a pump assembly, a plat form, an operating lever,

a pressurechamber, a suction hose with strainer, a delivery hose and spray nozzle.

The rocking motions develops required pressure. Usual range of pressure

developedvaries from 14 to 18 kg/cm2and ifmay go upto 36 kg/cm2.

Foot sprayer is similar in construction to rocker sprayer except that the

rockingarm is replaced by a foot pedal. Pressure is built up, by the action of foot

pedaland a pressure ranging from 17 to 21 kg/cm2could be developed.

2.6.1.5 Low pressure low volume sprayer

These are designed for low volume field sparying.



2.6.1.6 Self propelled high clearance sprayer

This is a special purpose machine to spray field and row crops which are too

highfor conventional sprayer.

2.6.1.7 Hydropnuematic sprayer

Here air compressor is used to develop spraying pressure.

pressurelow volume sprayer.

It is a low

2.6.1.8 Blower sprayer

Also known as mist or concentrated sprayer, is used to apply pesticide in

concentratedform. these sprayers are economical due to reduction in labour and

due to reduced run off from foliage. But wind velocity and direction may cause drift

ofspray.

2.6.1.9 Aerosol generators

These machines disperse the spray material in the fine droplets in the range

ofl-50 M.

2.7 Sprayer Nozzles

Nozzlesare atomizing devices for disintegration of spray fluid into fine spray.

For efficient distribution of spray fluid at the crown of areca tree, selection Of

appropriate nozzle is very important. Droplet sizes and spray drift are two major

factorsaffecting the application efficiency. A nozzle capable of giving satisfactory

performance is to be selected. Following types of nozzles are available in the

market, at present.

2.7.1 Hydraulic energy nozzle

These types of nozzles break up fluid coming at high pressure into fine

dropletsof high velocity. Based on spray pattern, they can be classified into jet

nozzle,impact nozzle, flat fan nozzle, swirl nozzle & tripple action nozzles. Jet and

impactnozzles produce coarse droplets. Fan nozzle have a fan shaped spray

pattern,where swirl nozzles produce cone shaped spray pattern. In triple action

nozzles,jet as well as cone shaped spray pattern can be produced.

2.7.2 Gaseousenergy nozzles

For producing spray droplets, air or other gas is made use of.



2.7.3 Centrifugal energy nozzle

These are also called spinning disc or rotary nozzle. Which are used for

producingfine sprayers, mists or aerosol sized droplets. Here, spray fluid is fed

centrallyto a rotating disc, which force out due to the centrifugal force towards the

periphery.

2.8 Sprayer Pedormance

The basic principles underlying the pesticide application are coverage of

target area, deposition efficiency and uniformity of deposition. To achieve the

efficiencyaimed to obtain from spraying, it has to meet certain specific

requirements.Many research workers have under taken detailed studies about the

generalperformance requirement needed for efficient spraying. A brief description

totheseworks, with special reference to areca tree spraying is described below.

The spray distribtion (Number of droplets per unit area), the diameter of

dropletsand the active ingredient (the amount of pesticide) are all important.

Atomizationinfluences distribution of the spray and the loss due to evaporation,

driftand convection. Accurate measurement of spray atomization is essential for

assessingequipment and methods of application and for developing the spray

equipmentfor specificsizes of droplets.

Kepner et al (1987) recomended that nozzle distribution pattern can be

determinedin laboratary by spray and surface that consist of a series of adjace~t

sprayingv-trough and measuring, liquid collected from each trough. The drift can

alsobe reduced by using hoods or shields.

2.9 Arecanut Sprayers

Abraham (1975) had developed an applicator for placing pesticide granules

intheleafaxilsof an arecanut palm from a position just below the crown. However

thisapplcatoris suited only for young palms of height not more than 5 m. So this

hadonlylimitedapplication.

Udupa (1991) developed an areca sprayer. The lifting mechanism utilized

the principleof telescopic tubes with external rope mechanism. The spray fluid is

beingpressurisedby a rocker sprayer can cover upto a height of 16 m.
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A prototype of areca tree sprayer was developed at TNAU utilizing the

principleof telescopic tubes. The sprayer was reported to give satisfactory spray

periormance(Anon. 1996).

Anil, et al, (1996) developed a collapsible type arecanut sprayer (Fig. 2.4)

whichvould bring spray only upto 5.6 m though itwas very light.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

This chapter deals with the preliminary investigationconducted and the

materialsused and the procedure adopted for the fabricationand testingof original

andmodifiedmodelsof the arecanut harvestercum sprayerare discussed.

3.1 Preliminary Investigations

Before developing the equipment some preliminary investigations like, tree
Ii

characteristics,nut location on tree, nut characteristics and anthropometrical

observationswere taken for deciding appropriate size, shape, strength and capacity

ofdifferencomponents of the equipment.

3.1.1 Tree characteristics

It is a mono cotyledon plant grown at altitudes up to 1000 m above the sea

level.It is having fibrous root system. The height of the tree varies from 5 to 15m,

dependingupon the variety. The diameter of the trunk is approximately 15 em.

3.1.2 Nut location on the tree

,,

The nuts are located at the end of leafsheath. So their harvesting is not

obstructedby the canopy.

3.1.3 Nut characteristics

The nuts are attached to a common peduncle whereby it facilitate easy

cuttingofthe bunch at its end.

3.1.4 Anthropometricalobservations

Accordingto anthropometric data for farm equipment design collectedby

GiteandYadav,olecranonheight is in the range of 99-104.1 em. Olecranon height

wastakenintoconsideration while fiXingthe reel assembly.

3.2 Development of Model of the lifting mechanism

It was found that telescopic arrangement of pipes was more erect and

sturdy.Twomodels were fabricated in order to study its feasibility.

3.2.1 Model I - External rope system

It consistes of 3 concentric G.I pipes of diameters 38.1mm, 25.4mm and

12.7mm,each of 50 em length coupled together by reducers (Fig. 3.1). In the

bottommostpipe, a slot of % thof its length leaving 118thof its length as clearance
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ateachend was provided. This facilitates the movement of second pipe by rope

andpulleymechanism tied to the block attached at the bottom of the second pipe.

Theupper pipe was lifted with the help of a push rod by rope and pulley

mechanismtied to the end of the push rod, Plate 3.1.

The system has many advantages as this lifting mechanism consisted of

externalrope systemthis is easilyrepairablewithout dismantlingthe entire system.

Sincethereisvery lesswear and tear in the rope, nylon rope can be used which is

economical.The disadvantages of the system includes in its inticate design and as

the ropesystemprovided is not continuous it is laboriousto operate also as the slot

isprovidedalong the whole length of the bottom most pipe it reduces the strength

ofthepipe.

3.2.2 Model II - Internal rope system.

It consistes of 3 concentric G.I. pipes of diameters 38.1mm, 25.4mm and

12.7mm,each of 50 em length (Fig 3.2) coupled together by sockets having

ropeway drilled in it.

The continuous rope system was wound on a reel which was operated by a

handle.Thisis shown in Plate 3.2.

The advantages of the system are its simplicity in construction, easiness in

operationand less time consumption. Disadvantages are difficulty in repairing and

highcost.

3.3 Arecanut Harvester - Original Model

Sincethe second model was found to be easier to operate, it was selected as

theoriginalmodel of the liftingmechanism of the arecanut harvester-cum-sprayer.

Itconsistsofpipes,reel assembly,pully,metal rope, socket,forkshaped clamp, hold

head,etc.The specificationof the originalmodel of the arecanut harvester-cum-

sprayerisshown in Appendix III.

3.3.1 Pipe

Three aluminium pipes of 50.8mm, 38.1mm, and 25.4mm diameters and

3.6m length were used to make the mainframe of the unit. Aluminium pipe was

preferredbecause of its low weight and high strength. 12.7mm diameter aluminium

pipewasdiscarded because of its less wall thickness was not sufficient to meet the

requirementofthreading.
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3.3.2 Reel assembly

The selfweightof the aluminiumpipe was not enough to lower it. Hence a

ropeand reel arrangementwas provided on the same shaft of the raisingreel.

Asthe lengths of raising and lowering ropes were different relative motion was

providedfor both the reels. Raisingreel was rivetedto the shaft, so that both could

reel.A detachable handle was provided on the reel assembly to facilitate its proper

working.While raising the pipes, the handle was attached to the raising reel. Where

as at the time of lowering as the raising reel experienced higher rpm, hand braking

wasprovided. In order to accomplish proper braking the handle was detached.

Thesame handle was used for the lowering the reel also. So the reel assembly was

fIXedat a height of 100 cm for easy operation.

3.3.3 Pulley

III I
III

1\\~

II

rotate as a single unit. In order to prevent the lowering of the pipe a ratchet and

pawl was provided along with the raising reel. For locking the the system at an

intermediate position, a locking arrangement was incorporated with the lowering

Pulleys having 3mm rope way were fabricated as two external and two

internalpulleys. An external pulley of outer diameter 25.4mm and one internal

pulleyof diameter 50.8 mm were attached at the bottom of second pipe. Similarly

thesecond internal pulley was attached at the end of firstpipe with diameter as that

ofinnerdiameter of second pipe. The view of pulleys used in fabrication are shown

inFig 3.5(a).and Fig. 3.5(b).

3.3.4 Metal rope

Metalrope of diameter 2 mm was selected to obtain the required flexibility.

3.3.5 Socket

Couplings were provided by sockets (Fig. 3.4(b).) to connect the

consecutivepipes, as shown in figure Fig 3.4(a).

3.3.6 Fork shaped clamp

To act as a guide during lifting and for holding the device during resting

period,the mechanism was raised through the entire length of its lift taking a

supportfromthe areca tree. This support is drawn by means of a fork shaped arm

ofinternal diameter 16 cm which slides along the trunk of areca tree, when the

mechanism was lifted.
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3.3.7 Holding head

A detachable holding head was provided at the top to which the knife or

thenozzlecan be bolted as the case may be (Fig 3.4(c).)

3.3.8 Cutting mechanism

Generally manual harvesting involves slicing and tearing actions that result

111\:I
II

:11

III

\~

ill

in plant structure failure due to compression, tension or shear. A single element,

sharpedged blade requires a velocity ~f about 10 m/sec for impact cutting.

The cutting mechanism consists of a sharp edged blade of cast iron, the

shapeandsizeisshownin Fig.3.7 The throatdistanceswere13 cmand 8 cmfor

thetwocuttingblades.

3.4 Arecanut Harvester - Modified Model

The original model so developed has many problems like, fixing the entire

unitwas very difficult, the rope used was frequently sliding off from the pulleys,
\1

I

j
muchnumber of rotations were required for raising and lowering of the pipes,

fixingthe pipes at any intermediate position was difficult and chemical loss due to

driftwas very high. These problems were rectified by providing the following

attachmentswith the system.

1. A base was fabricated to hold the unit.

2. Small metal strips were welded on the pulleys as a protective cover to

avoid the slippage of the rope from the grooves.

3. The size of the reels were enlarged in order to avoid the repeated

rotation of the reel during lifting and lowering.

4. A protective hood made of aluminium sheet was attached with the

nozz}e bead to pJ'oted the WDJ.HeJ'lr.DJDdrJDpjns oi chemicals.

5. An automatic lock system was fabricated and attached with the

revolving reel to operate the requirement more efficiently and

smoothly.

The specification of the modified arecanut harvester-cum- sprayer is shown

inAppendix IV.
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3.4.1 Base with hold

A base made of MS channel sections of size 200 mm X 100 mm as a

rectangularframe 540 mm X 320 mm in sizeare shown in (Fig. 3.6). At its left

side,a hollowpipe of size 59~, was welded to hold the pipe unit firmlywithout

anydeflection(Plate 3.7). A cotter pin of size 10~, was inserted through the

pipeat 10 cm height from the ground level, to prevent the lifting and rotation of

thepipes during operation.

3.4.2. Protective metal strips.

Two MS metal strips of same size, 70 mm x 15 mm were welded on the

outerpulleys (Plate 3.8 ) to prevent the slippage of the rope from the pulley

groovesduring operation.

3.4.3 Raising and lowering reels(reel assembly)

Twoseparate reels made of 100~ G I pipe, with MS discs of l50~ welded

onbothendswerefabricatedas raisingand loweringreels(Plate 3.9). Grooves

ofsame size,50 mm x 8 mm were made on a flat iron and welded on both

reelsseparatelyfor fecilitating smooth winding and unwinding of the rope over the

reelsduringlowering and raising of the pipes (Fig. 3.9).

3.4.4 Protective hood

A protective hood of size 450 mm x 350 mm made of aluminium sheet

was fabricated and attached with the nozzle head of the sprayer. This will

safeguardthe operator from falling of chemical on his body.

3.4.5Automatic lock system

An automatic lock system (Plate 3.10) was fabricated separately and

attachedwith the raising/lowering reels. It consists of two free wheels with

separatestoppers attached with the axis of the reels (Fig. 3.10). During

raising/loweringof the pipe, both free wheels rotate in opposite directions. During

raisingof the pipes, lock the lowering free wheel with the stopper and rotate the

raisingreelin anti-clock wise direction. If it has to be stopped at any intermediate

position,put the stopper in the lowering free wheel. Similarly the lowering of the

pipeswasdone in viceversa.



3.5 Areacanut Sprayer

Rocker sprayer, foot sprayer, knapsack sprayer etc. are some of the manually

operatedsprayers available in market. Rocker sprayer can develop higher pressure

comparedto foot sprayer. Rocker sprayer develops a pressure ranging from 14 to

18kglcm2,which was greater than the required pressure for areca farm spraying.

Alsoits compact size and long rocker arm made it ergonomically sound. Hence

rockersprayerisselectedfor thisparticularstudy.

3.5.1 Atomizing unit and hose

Hose selected for connecting rocker sprayer and atomizing device was 1 cm

internaldiameter. It was about 20 m length. The atomizing unit essentially

consistedof a hydralic nozzle as atomizing unit tomizing device and a connecting

device.This was connected to the hose by means of a reducer made of mild steel.

Thereducerwas bolted to the holding head. A solid cone nozzle was selected as it

givecomplete coverage on the inflore secure of the areca during flowering. . The

nozzlewas kept at an angle of 70 degrees with the horizontal so that spraying of fruit

buncheswas conveniently done. Hand control from the ground was achieved by

boomand triggermechanism attached to the outlet of the rocker sprayer. Hose &

atomizingunit during work is shown in (Plate 3.6.)

3.5.2 Selection of pump

The criteria for pump selection depends on the pressure it can develop,

ergonomicaspects and economic feasibility. There are many power operated

sprayers,which could develop very high pressure. But the main constraint in

adoptingsuch sprayers are its high initial cost. The total pressure required to be

developedisshowninAppendix II

3.5.3 Operation procedure of the sprayer.

The hose of the sprayer was bolted to the holding head. The section hose of

therockersprayer was dipped in a bucket. Bordeaux mixture of one percent was

usedfor testing the arecanut sprayer. The procedure for preparation of the

bordeauxmixture is shown in Appendix V. The holding head with nozzle was

liftedmanually until required hight was covered. Thus with this mechanism, the

deliveryhose with nozzle at its tip was raised to the top.



By the reciprocating motion of the rocker arm, sufficient pressure to atomize

the spray fluid developed inside the rocker sprayer and hence spraying was done at

thetop of areca tree.

3.6 Field Testing and Performance Evaluation

The performance of the arecanut harves~er cum sprayer was tested for

various field conditions in an arecanut farm of a local farmer in Tavanur. Major

parameters considered were lifting capacity of the lifting mechanism, maximum

heightat which it can cover, performance efficiency during harvesting, selection of

suitableknife among the two types tested, performance efficiency during spraying,

and cost of operation.

3.7 Cost of Operation

Cost of operation for the harvesting and spraying in both mechanical and

mannual method is seperately shown in Appendix VI and VII.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter deals with the results of experiments conducted to evaluate

the performance of the original and modified models of the harvester cum

sprayer and its comparative performance with the manual method.

The non availabilty of the skilled labourers being a serious constraint for the

arecanut cultivators, an arecanut harvester cum sprayer was fabricated and tested.

Thisequipment was evaluated to find whether it accomplish the cultivators goal.

In this chapter, results obtained while testing the performance of newly

developed equipment for areca harvesting and spraying is provided. Various

parameters, which were under study while testing were maximum height

attained by the lifting mechanism, deflection of the lifting mechanism, ease of

operation, selection of suitable knife for harvesting, spraying efficiency and

economic aspects.

4.1 Maximum Height

The maximum height refers to the fetch of the equipment upto which it

can be operated. It was found to be 10.9 m . The compacted height was 5m .

Hence it could be uesd for trees up to a height of 10 m. If necessary, more

numbers of concentric pipes can be used to increase the height.

4.2 Selection of Suitable Knife.

From the Fig 3.7(a) it is clear that knife of throat clearance of 13 cm was

easy to cut. The size and shape of cross section of the arecanut penducle is shown

inFig 3.8. The cross section of peduncle almost resemble the knife A. Hence knife

(A) was selected.

4.3 Deflection

The equipment in compacted position has no deflection at all. Since lifting

was done by supporting against areca tree using a clamp, there was no deflection

duringthe operation.



4.4 Ease of Operation

To study the ease of operation, the time taken for raising, locking,

harvesting/ spraying, lowering and transport were noted for the original model

shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. Average time for harvesting was found to be

131 sec and for spraying was 170 sec.

During raising and lowering, whole equipment was supported by ground. It

was done by raising /lowering each pipe one after another using a reel assembly.

Since the material used for pipe being aluminium the entire system was very light

ie,only 10 kg. Hence the equipment could be easily carried by a single man.

4.5 Effects Due to Modifications

By attaching a base with the pipe system, it become more easy to hold the

entire unit both in use and resting times. By firmly putting one of the leg of the

operator on the base, the raising and lowering will also become easy.

By providing the metal strips over the outer pulleys, the fear of sliding off

the rope from the grooves was totally eliminated. Also the raising and lowering

can be accomplished very smoothly.

As the sizes of the raising and lowering reels were enlarged, it requires less

number of revolutions during raising and lowering the pipes. Because of the

grooves specially drilled on the flat iron, there was a gradual winding and

unwinding of the rope over the reels. This will further facilitate easy operation.

For the protection of the operator during spraying, a hood was provided

with the nozzle head. This provision helped the operator from falling of spray

chemicalsdue to drift.

A special type automatic locking system was fabricated and attached with

the real axis. Its major advantage is that by any means, if the pipes slides down

due to its own weight it can be locked by just putting the stopper on the lowering

free wheel. Also, it helps for locking at any intermediate position of the pipes.

Thus,due to these modifications, the system efficiency become increased.

The time taken for raising and lowering of pipes during harvesting/spraying

was very much reduced due to these modifications, the results obtained during

fieldtsting are given in table 4.3 and 4.4



r'" Table 4.1 Time Taken for Harvesting (original model)

Table 4.2 Time Taken for Spraying (original model)

No. of Time for Time for Time for Time for Time for Total Time
No. of Trees Bunches RaisinQ(See) LoekinQ(See) harvestinQ(See) LowerinQ(See) Transport(See) (See)

1 2 40 3 3 35 50 131
2 3 78 6 6 70 100 260
3 5 118 8 8 105 150 389
4 7 157 11 10 143 200 521
5 8 196 13 13 182 250 654

No. of Trees No. of Bunehe Time for Raisin! Time for Time for Time for Time for Total Time
(See) Locking Spraying Lowering Transport (See)

(See) (See) (See) (See)
1 1 46 3 40 35 50 174
2 1 78 6 82 70 100 336
3 1 118 8 120 105 150 501
4 1 157 11 160 143 200 671
5 1 196 13 210 182 250 851



Table 4.3 Time Taken for Harvesting (Modified model)

Table 4.4 Time Taken for Spraying (Modified Model)

No. of Time for Time for Time for Time for Total Time
No. of Trees Bunches Raising(Sec) halVestinQ(Sec) LowerinQ(See) Transport(See) (See)

1 2 15 3 13 47 78
2 3 28 6 25 92 151
3 5 42 8 37 131 218
4 7 56 10 48 174 288
5 8 70 13 60 221 364

No. of Time for Time for Time for Time for TotalTime
No. of Trees Bunches RaisinQ(Sec) SpravinQ(Sec) Lowerina(Sec) Transport(Sec) (See)

1 1 15 40 13 45 113
2 1 28 82 25 87 222
3 1 42 120 37 133 332
4 1 56 160 48 173 437
5 1 70 210 60 216 556



4.6 Economic Aspects

Cost for harvesing and spraying for both modern and traditional method is

given in Appendix VI and VII. The major difference in cost between traditional

and modern method is mainly due to high wages of the skilled labourer.



SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION

Need of an efficient arecanut harvester cum sprayer was aggrevated by the

lack of efficient labours in time. This prompted the scientists to develop many

models of arecanut harvester cum sprayer of which none could be that much

effective to meet allthe requirements of the farmers. Hence to overcome the

limitation of existing models a new device was developed. An estimate shows that

Keralaproduces about 17466 millionnuts from an area of 71676 ha (Table 2.1

and Table 2.2) in the year '94 -'95

The device developed basically consist of three concentric aluminium pipes

attached by sockets. Raising and lowering of the pipes is facilitated by rope and

pulley mechanism, which is driven manually through a reel assembly. Cutting

blades was bolted to the holding head for harvesting and hydraulic nozzle

connected to a hose was bolted to the holding head for spraying. A rocker sprayer

has been selected for spraying pesticide.

From the field trials, it was revealed that the lifting mechanism properly

functioned upto a height of 10.9 m without any problem of deflection. Its maximum

extended height was found to be 10.9 m and compacted height was about

5.095 m. As it was made of aluminium pipes, it was light in weight, simple in

construction, easy to operate and required only one operator for harvesting and

spraying. The total weight of the equipment was only 10 kg .The device can harvest

1 bunch in 78 sec and spraying of 1 tree can be done in a time period of 113 sec.

The cost of operation for harvesting is Rs. 1070/ha and for spraying is

ha.

Rs. 1512/

In the original model there were some difficulties with its operation during

harvesting and spraying. The major problems were with fixing the pipe system at

a particular location, the slippage of the rope from the pulleys, more number of

times the raising or lowering reels has to be rotated for raising and lowering the

pipes, falling of chemicals over the operator during spraying, sliding down the top

pipes by its own weight during operation etc. These difficulties were rectified by

promptly equipping the original model with certain modifications like, attaching a



base with hold, welding metal strips on the pulleys, enlarging the diameters of the

raising/lowering reels, providing a protective hood with spray nozzle head and

incorporating an automatic lock system with the raising and lowering reels

respectively. These modifications helped to operate the equipment more

smoothly and conveniently.
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APPENDIX - I

Common Diseases and Pests affecting arecanut palms

Diseases and Pests Symptoms Remedy

Mahali

(Koleroga or Fruit rot)

Fallen nuts discoloured
I

Spraying of 1% Bordeaux
and with a whitish felt mixture two times, before

and after monsoon

Stem Bleeding A reddish brown ooze Scooping out the diseased
from the stem cracks. tissues; sterilizingthe open
Large cavities are formed wound with burning torch
inside stem

Foot rot
Stem cracks giving out

I

Sulphur is deposited on
dark brown ooze ground around the tree

Leaf rot Burnt
leaves

appearance of I 1% Bordaux mixture is
used

Scale insects and mealy
I

It will affect the vitality of
I

Spray 0.4% Diazinon of
bugs plant adversly DDVF

Aphid -do- -do-

Arecanut beetle Feed on the leaves and I Spray 0.2% BHC
ripening fruits

Mites Devitalize the tender plant IDustSulphur
parts

Spindle bug Dark brown patches I50 % BHC is applied
appear on the leaves

Tirathalia Mundella

(Pukkula puzhu)
Flowers are destroyed Malathayon is applied

LeukofilisLepedphora
(Vellapuzhu)

Tender

destroyed

roots are IAldrin or clorden are
added to ground

(Source: Hand Book of Agriculture, ICAR,New Delhi,1992)



APPENDIX II

PRESSURE CALCULATIONS

Pressure required at nozzle for proper atomization =

Atmospheric pressure

Pressurerequiredto reach cropheightupto 10m =

(Assumingdensityof spary fluidissame as water)

2.812 kg/cm2.

1kgf/cm2

1kgf/cm2

Friction loss in hose = 4flV2 = 4 x .02 x 20 x (.0955) 2

2gd 2x9.81x.Ol

Total pressure required to be developed

= .07x10-4 kgf/cm2

=
2.812+ 1 + 1 + .000007

4.812 kgf/cm2

The sprayer must be capable of developing a pressure equal to or greater than

4.812 kgf/cm2



APPENDIX III

SPECIFICATIONSOF ARECANUTHARVESTERCUM SPRAYER

(original model)

ITEMS SPECIFICATIONS

: 10mMaximumheightattained

Compacted height

Weight

:4m

Coupling unit

Cutting blade

: 9.2 kg

: Socket

: A cast iron blade having throat

clearance 130 mm

Supporting unit

Frame : Aluminium pipes of 50.8 mm, 38.1

mm and 25.4 mm diameters of

Clamp

3.6 m length

: U - shaped clamp of 60 em inner

diameter made of cast iron

Other details

Reel assembly : Separate raising and lowering reels on

a shaft with ratchet and lock key

Labour requirement

Harvesting : One person

: Two persons at a timeSpraying

Costs/hectare

Harvesting

Spraying

: Rs. 1835.55

: Rs.6120



APPENDIX IV

SPECIFICATIONSOF MODIFIEDARECANUTHARVESTER

CUM SPRAYER

ITEMS SPECIFICATIONS

: 10.9mMaximum height attained

Compacted height

Weight (including base)

Coupling unit

Cutting blade

: 5.095 m

: 13.1 kg

: Socket

: A cast iron blade having throat

clearance 130 mm

Supporting unit

Frame : Aluminium pipes of 50.8 mm,

38.1 mm and 25.4 mm diameters of

Clamp

3.6 m length

: U - shaped clamp of 60 cm inner

diameter made of cast iron

Other details

Raising! Lowering reels : Separate raising and lowering reels on

a shaft with automatic lock system

Labour requirement

Harvesting

Spraying

Pulleys

Spraying Unit

Costs/hectare

Harvesting

: One person

: One person

: 2 Nos. with metal strips

: Nozzile head with protective hood

Spraying

: Rs. 1070/ha

: Rs. 1512/ha



APPENDIX - V

PREPARATION OF BORDEAUX MIXTURE (1 PERCENT)

One kilogram of copper sulphate (CUSO4)is dissolved in 50 litre of water

and another 50 litre, milk of lime, is prepared with one kilogram of quicklime.

CUSO4solution is poured in milk of lime, slowly, with stirring. The vessel used must

not be wooden, earthern or copper vessel. Test it before apply by dipping a

polished knife in it. If it show reddish colour add more lime till blade is not stained

on dipping.



APPENDIX VI

COST ANALYSIS
( forthe developedmodelofarecanutharvester-cum - sprayer)

MODERN METHOD

For Harvesting

Initial cost of liftingmechanism

Initial cost of cutting blade

Initialcost of arecanut harvester (C) =

Lubrication charge

Fixed cost

Depreciation = C - S = 1300 - 130
L 10

Interest =C+S XI=
(

1300+130

)
~

2 2 100

Total fixed cost

Variable Cost

=
Rs. 1250/-

Rs.50/-

Rs. 1300/-

10 yrs

750 hr

10% of initial cost

15% annually

3% of initial cost.

Rs. 150/- per person per

=
day of 8 hr.

1% of initial cost.

= Rs.117/-

= Rs.107.25/ -

= Rs.224.25 / yr

Usefullifeperiod (L) -

Annualworkinghours (H) =

Salvage value (S) =

Interest on initialcost, (I) =

Repairs and maintenance =

Labour wage =



Re pairs and Maintenance= 1300x~ =Rs.39 /-
100
1

=1300x-=Rs.13/ -
100

_150x750 =Rs.14062.5/ yr
8

=Rs.14114.5/ yr

= 14338.75 = Rs.19.12/ hr
750

Total Cost per day =19.12x 8=Rs.152.96 / day

Total Number of days required for operational of 1ha

Totalarea =10000m2

Lubrication Ch arg es

Labour Ch arg es

Total Variable eos t

Total Cost per hour

Spacing

Therefore, Totalplants

Average timerequired

for oneplant

Therefore, for 1ha

Total Cost per hectare

For Spraying

Initial cost of liftingmechanism

Initialcost of spraying mechanism

Initial cost of arecanut sprayer (C)

Useful lifeperiod (L)

Annual working hours (H)

Salvage value (S)

Interest on initialcost (I)

Repairs and maintenance rate

Labour charges

Lubrication charges

Fixed cost

Depreciation

Interest

=4m2

= 2500

= 78see
78x2500

= days = 7 days
3600x8

=152.96x7=Rs.1070/ha

= Rs. 1250/-

Rs. 1700/-

Rs.2950/-

10 yrs

=

=
=
= 750hr

= 10% of initial cost

15% annually=
= 3% of initialcost

= Rs. 150/- per person

per day of 8hr.

1% of initialcost=

= c-S = 2950-295 = Rs.265.5/-
L 10

C+ S
]

1=
[

2950 + 2951~
2 2 J 100

=



Average time required for one plant = 113 see

Total plants in one ha

Therefore total time (in days)

= 2500

2500 x 113
3600 x 8

=

= 10 days

151.26 x 10 = Rs. 1512/HaTherefore Total cost per hectare =

= Rs.243.38/-

Total fixedcost = Rs.508.88/ yr

Labour charge = 150 x 750 x 1
8

= Rs. 14062.5/ yr

Repairand maintenance = 2950 x 3
100

" Rs.88.5/-=

LubricationCharge = 2950 x 0.01 = Rs..29.5/yr

Totalvariablecostper year = Rs.37742.9/ yr

Total costper year = Rs. 14180.5/ yr

Totalcostper hour = 14180.5
750

= Rs. 18.90/ hr

Total costper day = 18.9 x 8 = Rs. 151.26/day

Total number of days required for operation of one hectre



APPEND IX VII

COST ANALYSIS

(for manual harvesting and spraying)

Harvesting

1 ha = 10,000m2

4m2area per plant

no. of trees per ha

= 2x2 =

2500

From experiencefor harvestingI acre time required is 4 to 5 days. (In one

day, work isdone for4 hours)

2.5 acre

Time for 1 ha

Labour Charge

~

Cost of harvesting one ha

Spraying

For traditional spraying of 1 acre we require 6 days (In one day, work is

done for 4 hours).

= 1 ha
= 10 to 12.5 ==13 days

= Rs. 150/day

= 13x 150 = Rs.1950/ha

Therefore, time required for 1 ha = 15 days

Number of laboursrequired = 2

Labour Charge (one skilled labour "

Rs. ISO/day and one unskilled labour
r

Rs. 100/day) - 250/day

So costof spraying1 ha - 15 x 250 = Rs. 3750/ha

Totalcostof operation = 1950+3750

= Rs.5700/ha
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ABSTRACT

Arecanut palm (Areca catechu Linn) is one of the important plantation

crop grown largely in Kerala. Harvesting and spraying these palms have been

identified as highly labour intensive and difficult task performed in farms. The

existing method of harvesting and spraying are done by manual climbing. It is

laborious, time consuming, hazardous and cannot ensure the timeliness of

J

operation. Hence a telescopic pipe arrangement with continuos internal rope

system was fabricated for harvesting and spraying of areca palms upto a height of

10 m. The continuos rope was wound on reels, which was operated by a handle
~

to raise and lower the harvesting/spraying units. The minimum time for harvesting

from one tree was 78 sec and that for spraying was 113 sec. This originally

developed model have been I!l°dified by providing a base for fixing the pipe

system, welding metal strips on pulleys to avoid slippage of rope, enlarging the

lowering/raising reels to reduce the number of revolutions, attaching with a

protective hood to protect the operator from falling of spray chemicals due to drift

and providing an automatic lock system with the reel assembly to facilitate

intermediate locking of the pipes. The cost of operation per hectare for

harvesting and spraying was Rs. 1070 and Rs. 1512 respectively. Even women

can operate it easily. Due to the modifications made on the original model, the

operation of the unit become so easy, even for women.


